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MAIN FINDINGS AND CONTRIBUTIONS
•

Perhaps the first study to examine the effect of crude oil inventory announcement
on crude oil option prices, and the effect is more persistent than its effect on
futures, but also largely driven by to the underlying changes in the futures prices.

•

Significant evidence for crude oil inventory announcement impact on both oil
derivative markets, even after allowance for effects of macroeconomic news
announcements and other related energy storage news announcements (both of
which are also significant in affecting oil futures and options!)

•

No asymmetric response of futures returns to positive vs. negative inventory
surprises, different from many other asymmetries observed on the oil market

•

Considerable stability in the direction of the response of futures prices and
options prices across various maturity but generally declining over maturities

•

Oil futures and options prices respond in a manner that seem to “correctly”
anticipate changes in oil inventory levels! (anticipatory trading apparently prevails)

DATA
Summary Statistics of Crude Oil Futures
The daily returns of the first six continuous crude oil futures contracts (CL1-CL6).

Summary
Statistics of
Crude Oil Options
- Calls
This table reports
summary statistics
on call options
(sorted daily on
relative
moneyness,
m=K/F, up to 2
years’ maturity)

Summary Statistics of Crude Oil Inventory Announcements (6/16/03-12/30/11)
This table reports the summary statistics on EIA crude oil inventory changes.

Macroeconomic News
(29) and Other Energy
Storage News
Variables

Daily Crude Oil Futures Returns and Volume around EIA Oil Announcements

Futures Cumulative Returns around EIA Oil Announcements (-2, +2 days)
The (ͦ) line – overall, the ( ͯ ) - positive surprises, the (Δ) line - negative surprises

Call Option Returns Surrounding Oil Inventory Announcement

INVENTORY & MACRO NEWS AFFECT OIL FUTURES PRICES
•

The crude oil inventory announcement effect on oil futures prices remains equally
significant, after allowance for control for the possible influence of macroeconomic
and other energy inventory news releases.

•

Extending Kilian and Vega (2011) also using daily return, 11 out of 29 macro news
variables and 2 out of the three related energy inventory news in this study are
found to have some (significant at least at the 10% level) influence on the daily
returns of crude oil futures, with particularly strong effect (even at 1%) of the
following 7 news items: Initial Jobless Claims, ISM Manufacturing (not included in
KV) , ISM Prices Paid (not included), Durable Goods Orders, Factory Orders,
Construction Spending MoM (not included), plus Gasoline Inventory Change.

•

The importance of Gasoline (and to a lesser extent distillate fuel oil) inventory news
but not other energy storage news is in line with the intraday evidence of Wolfe,
Kurov, & Kucher (2014) based on the event window from 5 minutes before to 10
minutes after the announcement time (e.g., recent decoupling between natural gas
and crude oil)

Futures Market
Regressions with
Additional
Factors

INVENTORY ANNOUNCEMENT EFFECT ON OIL FUTURES:
SYMMETRY, PERSISTENCE AND ANTICIPATION
•

No evidence of asymmetry in the relationship between inventory shocks and oil
futures returns: oil futures prices significantly respond to both positive and negative
inventory shocks and with equal magnitude.

•

Different from many asymmetries observed on oil market response (e.g.,
asymmetric response to OPEC announcements)
•

Schmidbauer and Rösch (2012) found that only OPEC production increase does not
affect WTI daily spot price volatility
• Wang, Wu and Yang (2008) found that only OPEC production increase affects WTI
futures (weekly average of daily realized) volatility
•

No persistence of the impact of inventory news announcements on the futures price
beyond the announcement day.

INVENTORY ANNOUNCEMENT EFFECT ON OIL FUTURES:
SYMMETRY, PERSISTENCE AND ANTICIPATION (CONT.)
•

Oil futures market seems to anticipate the inventory surprises correctly one day
before the announcement day, but not two days before (actually with significantly
wrong guess, as it is highly significant but with the opposite/wrong sign) , in line with
the findings regarding OPEC announcement effect on volatility (e.g., Horan,
Peterson, and Mahar, 2004; Schmidbauer and Rösch, 2012; Wang, Wu and Yang,
2008), which nevertheless arguably could have a possible venue for informational
leakage.

•

Similar evidence is now also reported on natural gas inventory announcement.
More research is much needed to understand the issue in more depth.

Futures Response Regressions with Lag and Lead Inventory Surprises

INVENTORY ANNOUNCEMENT EFFECT ON OIL OPTIONS:
SYMMETRY, PERSISTENCE AND ANTICIPATORY TRADE
•

The crude oil inventory announcement affects oil (futures) option price, even after
allowance for the set of macroeconomic and other energy inventory news (but the
impact of the latter seems to be less significant) .

•

The effects of inventory surprises on OTM and NTM call options are relatively larger
than for ITM and DITM options, and the effects on near-term call options are more
pronounced than corresponding calls with longer maturity. Less clear-cut for put.

•

The pre-announcement (i.e., Day -1) prices for both calls and puts also move in a
manner that seems to anticipate the impact of the impending inventory surprise.

•

In contrast to futures contracts, there is some evidence of return persistence to the
announcement in the options market beyond the announcement day (2 days after).

•

The observed response of both call and especially put options may be much
attributed to the underlying influence of movements in the futures prices.

Call Option Market Regression with Lag and Lead Inventory Surprises

Call Option Market Regression with Lag and Lead Inventory Surprises(contd.)

Thank you!

